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In this review materials and technologies of the hybrid approach to integrated photonics (IP) are addressed. IP is nowadays a
mature technology and is the most promising candidate to overcome the main limitations that electronics is facing due to the
extreme level of integration it has achieved. IP will be based on silicon photonics in order to exploit the CMOS compatibility
and the large infrastructures already available for the fabrication of devices. But silicon has severe limits especially concerning the
development of active photonics: its low efficiency in photons emission and the limited capability to be used as modulator require
finding suitable materials able to fulfill these fundamental tasks. Furthermore there is the need to define standardized processes
to render these materials compatible with the CMOS process and to fully exploit their capabilities. This review describes the most
promising materials and technological approaches that are either currently implemented or may be used in the coming future to
develop next generations of hybrid IP devices.

1. Introduction
Photonics is a pervasive technology with a widespread number of technological applications [1]. All around us we are
surrounded by photonic devices: from the monitor you are
probably using to read this paper to the fluorescent (or LED)
lamp that illuminates the room you are sitting in.
Nowadays photonics is the leading technology in broadband long range communication systems and is the only
foreseen solution to support the exponential increase of
Internet traffic in the coming years [2]. For short link lengths
and smaller bandwidths, electronic systems are still more
efficient than the photonic paradigm [3] but Integrated
Photonics (IP) is steadily pushing the limit where photonics
becomes competitive with electronics to shorter and shorter
distances as demonstrated by the commercialization of the
first all-optical links for board to board connections. Both
Corning and Sumitomo released optical cables compatible
with the Thunderbolt technology that achieve the impressive bandwidth of 10 Gb/s. These cables use optoelectronic
interfaces to convert electrical into optical signals and vice
versa and are fully transparent for the end user. It is expected
that, in the near future, similar standard will be available for
intraboard and chip to chip systems.

Ideally photonics is a much more efficient platform to
develop communication systems: photons do not interact
with each other in linear regime; they do not dissipate heat
along the transmission line and logical operation may be
performed at much higher speed using optics rather than
electronics. Thus a single optical cable transmits several
independent streams of bits at tens of Gb/s of modulation rate
without the need for thermal dissipation system. The different
streams of bits are separated at the output port without the
need for deconvolution processes (such as Fourier transforms). Furthermore in the last years scientific community
started to recognize the potential of photonics to achieve
parallel (vectorial) computation [4–7] and to define logical
paradigms beyond the binary one, able to perform complex
function within a single operation [8, 9].
Despite these intriguing possibilities, statistics tell us that
the amount of energy required to sustain the increasing
demand of Internet services is exponentially growing. Thus in
order to become a viable alternative to electronics, photonics
needs to greatly improve the efficiency of data handling.
Recent studies estimate that the power consumed by Internet
data center accounts for few percents of the total power
produced in developed countries and that these numbers will
grow in the future driven by the large numbers of services
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available (e.g., cloud and virtualization applications) [10–12].
Compared to electronics the main limitation of photonics
relies on its intrinsic reduced scalability. In fact the typical
length scales of electrons and photons differ by orders of
magnitude (Ångstrom versus hundreds of nm), and this
reflects on the level of integration achievable in electronics
and photonics, respectively. Thus the need of a higher level
of integration and the development of integrated photonics
(IP) is of primary importance in order to fully exploit the
potential given by the use of light in both communication and
computing systems.
IP is an active research field since 80s (reviews about
the history of integrated photonics can be found in [13,
14]) and its advances are tightly bound to the evolution
of the complementary metal oxide (CMOS) platform and
nano-/microelectronic processes. In fact IP is often based on
semiconductor technology (such as lithography and etching)
and it exploits many technologies used in micro- and nanoelectronics. Unlike the electronics counterpart, photonics is
based on a greater number of elementary building blocks.
Such flexibility, in turns, is exploited to design and realize
components with highly tailorable properties. On the other
hand the large number of materials and fabrication processes
involved induced fragmentation of the fabrication technologies and a lack of standard that, in the end, have slowed down
the development of a common technological platform that
may be used to implement those elementary building blocks.
Among the different materials used in photonics, inorganic semiconductors play a major role. Their chemical,
mechanical, and thermal stability facilitates technological
fabrication processes. Furthermore the integration of any
functional building block (e.g., photonic) within an electronic
device requires being compatible with the ubiquitous CMOS
paradigm. In turn this means that strict constraints have to
be fulfilled in terms of materials and process layout to exploit
the CMOS technological platform.
In nearly all the main applications’ fields described
above silicon is a leading material to develop and fabricate
photonic devices: optical fibers are typically made of silicon
dioxide and exploit the low polarizability of the atomic bonds
to reduce absorption in the telecommunications spectral
windows (which roughly cover the range between 0.8 and
1.6 𝜇m). Polymers based fibers, on the other hand, suffer from
relatively large absorption in the near infrared and they would
require periodic regeneration/amplification of the signal in
long distance communication systems.
Furthermore to fully exploit the possibilities given by the
photonics, photons have to be effectively confined within
small volumes. In this way the strength of the light matter
interactions is increased and it can be exploited to enhance
both linear and nonlinear effects and to realize high efficient
devices. Thus, generally speaking, a high level of integration
in photonics requires the use of materials with high refractive
index because the confinement of light is more effective in
materials with high dielectric constant.
But despite the prevalence of the “high index” and
the CMOS paradigms, the use of organic materials in
silicon-based photonic devices enables the implementation
of novel and more complex functionalities that are otherwise
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extremely difficult (if not impossible) to achieve using a fully
inorganic approach.
If we consider the applications of hybrid photonics
in information and communication technology (ICT), slot
waveguides (WGs) filled with polymeric materials are studied
to realize fast electrooptical modulators, while the use of
polymeric cladding on top of silicon microresonators allows
for fine compensation of the drift due to thermal effect
in optical microresonators and the fabrication of athermal
optical switches. This achievement is of great importance to
reduce the energy consumption due to active trimming of the
microcavities and to precisely tune the resonant wavelength
using a passive mechanism.
Organic based photonics will never rival the inorganic
counterpart in ICT applications, mainly because of material
limits in terms of stability and transparency. Nevertheless
there are several niche markets where CMOS technology
shows its limits (from automotive to RF technology to personalized medicine), in which organic and hybrid photonics
may play an important role. Among the others two important
examples are biodegradable (implantable) sensors [15, 16]
and flexible (wearable) optoelectronic [17, 18] devices. Here
hybrid systems may be used to fabricate wearable sensors and
advanced sensing interfaces for continuous health monitoring.
Furthermore plastics based devices are often cheaper and
lightweight, can be manufactured with simplified processes
(such as printing, hot embossing, and roll-to-roll [19–22]),
and, in the end, have a reduced environmental footprint.
Here is a note about the term “hybrid.” It has different
meanings depending on the scientific background of the
scientist that uses it: for chemists and physics and material
scientists hybrid materials are materials whose components
are intimately mixed at the atomic/molecular scale. A typical
example is the sol-gel method that uses molecular precursors to obtain bulk glass with well-controlled structure,
composition, and properties. On the other hand, from an
engineering point of view, the term “hybrid photonics” has
a different meaning. In fact, because of the ubiquity of
silicon in fabrication technologies, the term hybrid describes
the integration of materials that are not compatible with
the standard CMOS technology. In particular the hybrid
approach to photonics considers the integration of efficient
light sources made of III/V or II/VI semiconductors onto
a silicon-based photonic circuit. The development of such
a hybrid technology raised a very large interest from both
research and industrial point of views in the last years
when it became evident that silicon-based light source will
not be available within a short timescale and that active
photonics will require the integration of efficient light sources
made of other types of elements. Figure 1 describes the main
classes of materials considered in this review and the type of
relations among them to define the hybrid photonic topic.
Polymers and III/V materials are usually coupled with a
silicon photonic layer and they are used to add functionalities
to the optical circuit that are otherwise difficult to implement.
As mentioned above hybrid materials are often not directly
compatible with the standard CMOS technology: several
heavy elements are considered as contaminant in CMOS
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light emitting devices. The sol-gel method is briefly discussed
in Section 6 with regard to its potential and its main limits in
the realization of integrated devices.
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2. III/V Materials for Hybrid Photonic Devices
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Figure 1: Schematic of the classes of materials described within
this review and of their relations with defining the hybrid photonics
topic.

foundry’s clean environment and cannot be handled and
processed together with semiconductors. Thus III/V and
II/VI materials are typically integrated in a back-end process.
But despite these limitations the number of integrated devices
within the hybrid silicon technology is growing at a fast pace
[23]. On the other hand organic materials require a careful
choice of the process steps because of their weak resistance
to mechanical and thermal stresses. Thus the fabrication of
hybrid photonics that integrates both organic and inorganic
materials is challenging from a technological point of view
because it requires the modification of the standard fabrication steps in order to integrate CMOS technology with those
foreign materials. Furthermore this approach cannot be easily
standardized because of the large choice of potential materials
that may be used and the different implementation they
require. Thus innovations in this field are often hampered by
technological compatibility issues, rather than by their own
real performance limits.
The topic treated in this paper is extremely broad and
cannot be exhausted in a single review. The arguments treated
here are those considered as most promising and likely to be
converted into real devices in a medium time period.
Section 1 motivates the need for deeper integration
among the silicon photonic platform and classes of functional materials that despite not being considered as compatible CMOS may greatly increase the functionalities of
photonics devices. Section 2 discusses the most important
compound semiconductor materials and how they are used
to add specific functionalities to the silicon-based optical
circuit. Section 3 describes how III/V and II/VI materials
are integrated on top of a silicon-based photonics layer. This
hybrid integration overcomes many of the limits of silicon
platform and permits the realization of efficient active photonic devices. Section 4 describes the recent advances in the
fabrication of optoelectronic systems created by integrating
graphene layers on top of the silicon-based optoelectronic
platform. Section 5 gives an overview over the recent achievements of the integration of functional polymers with the
silicon photonics and also discusses key elements organic

2.1. Hybrid III/V Light Emitting Devices. It is nowadays
well known that the achievement of stimulated emission in
silicon still remains a huge challenge due to the indirect
band gap of the material and the consequent nonefficient
optical transitions. To create light emitting devices, scientists
considered the use of direct band gap materials, like III/V
material (like GaAs and InP), where the two-particle process
allows for a fast radiative recombination, in which both lowest
energy points of valence band and conduction band share
the same crystal momentum [24]. Despite these intrinsic
limits, silicon will remain the leading material for integrated
photonics for the next decades, driven by its compatibility
with the CMOS platform.
Concerning the design of hybrid light emitting cavity, two
main geometries are generally considered and they are both
based on an evanescent coupling scheme [25]. The first one
confines the optical mode emitted by III/V multiple quantum
well structure within the underlying Si waveguide [26]. A
scheme of this configuration is represented in Figure 2(a).
By changing the waveguide width and the coupling strength
between the active material and the silicon optical circuit, we
can drastically change the confinement of the optical mode
inside the waveguide and so tune the devices behavior to
realize either laser or amplifiers with different quantum well
confinement factor.
The other configuration that can be used consists in
structuring the III/V material with microresonator geometry. In this case the optical mode is completely confined
inside this III/V semiconductor layer [27], as described in
Figure 2(b). The coupling with the silicon waveguide is based
on the intracavity evanescent coupling scheme. This design
is able to reduce the dimension of the device to about ten
microns and thus allows the fabrication of highly integrable
ultrasmall microrings laser on a single Si-based wafer. By
combining the use of such design with cavities tuned at
different resonant wavelength, it is also possible to create
wavelength division multiplexing source devices on the same
chip, as demonstrated by [28].
One of the most critical points of such structures remains
the coupling of the optical mode between the III/V structure
and the silicon waveguide, especially in the second case where
the optical mode is strongly confined in the III/V material,
which requires a thin layer between the two structures.
Recently, Lamponi et al. in [29] and Keyvaninia et al.
in [30] reported some intracavity double taper structure,
using taper-based mode transformers in both the III/V and
silicon waveguides, which provide high efficiency and large
optical bandwidth coupling. A design of such structure is
represented in Figure 3. In this last article, by thermally
tuning the silicon ring resonator with NiCr deposition
above it, the authors also demonstrated the tunability of the
emission wavelength of their single mode laser with a 10 nm
wavelength span range.
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Figure 2: Two examples of hybrid integration of III/V active materials on top of a silicon-based photonic layer: (a) a multiple quantum well
cavity evanescent coupled to an underlying silicon waveguide; (b) a III/V microresonator evanescent coupled to Si WGs.
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Figure 3: Schematic of an adiabatically tapered III/V, silicon laser
device. The optical mode is injected from the above WG (blue)
into the underlying WG (yellow) using an evanescent coupling. The
screen on the figure depicts the exchange of energy between the two
superimposed WGs.

To lower the complexity and the difficulty of fabrication
of hybrid double taper structure, a DBR-based cavity can also
be used in this case to both reflect the cavity mode and couple
it to a silicon output waveguide, as demonstrated in [31, 32].
2.2. III/V Colloidal Quantum Dots. As we already discussed
in Section 3, semiconducting QDs synthesized by colloidal
chemistry are an interesting class of materials to realize a
hybrid silicon photonic platform. In fact the chemical synthesis exploits their unique size dependent optical properties
and permits to vary their properties at will and thus to cover
a broad range of applications.
For the near-infrared spectral range, lead-based colloidal
QDs are of considerable interest due to their unique optical
and electronic properties [33, 34]. Their absorption and
emission wavelengths depend on the dot size, which can
be easily controlled during chemical synthesis. Therefore,
they are very attractive as building blocks for nanophotonic
applications at telecommunication wavelengths. Especially

lead sulfide (PbS) quantum dots have found a wide range of
potential applications such as active materials in mode locked
laser [35], surface emitting lasers [36], polymer strip-loaded
plasmonic waveguides [37], and solar cells [38].
A convenient way to manufacture stable and reproducible
quantum dot based devices is to introduce the quantum
dots into polymers like PMMA, SU-8, or PFCB [39]. In fact,
by choosing the proper ligand, the quantum dots can be
dispersed into various polymers that act as a matrix in which
the quantum dots are homogeneously distributed [40, 41].
The choice of a polymer that can be structured by photo-,
electron-beam, or soft lithography opens the possibility to
fabricate photonic devices from this hybrid material. Furthermore, inorganic surface capping of colloidal nanocrystals was
achieved recently, allowing the encapsulation of the quantum
dots into an amorphous As2 S3 matrix, which resulted in an
all-inorganic thin film with stable infrared luminescence in
the telecom region [42].
Recently, Humer et al. demonstrated the coupling of the
emission of PbS quantum dots into the resonating modes
of SOI ring resonators on an all-integrated optoelectronic
chip [40]. Such results are presented in Figure 4. An optimal
spontaneous emission rate enhancement ratio of 13 was found
in TM polarization and linear dependence on the excitation
intensity was also found up to 1.64 kW/cm2 without degradation of the intrinsic resonator 𝑄 factor. Solid and vertically
slotted cavities were also recently compared in terms of 𝑄
factors and ideal Purcell factors [43]. In both these two last
articles, the authors also observed that the polymer-quantum
dot blends showed unaltered performance weeks after preparation, indicating the high stability of this composite material.
It is important to note that, as the emission wavelength
of chemically synthesized quantum dots can be precisely
controlled, the working bandwidth of quantum dot based
optoelectronic chips can be easily tuned to other wavelength
regions within the transparency region of the Si waveguides.
In another recent article, Omari et al. analyze the absorption
coefficient of SOI planarized waveguides coated with monoand multilayers of PbS/CdS quantum dots by combining
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Figure 4: (a) Room temperature PL spectrum of Novolak containing 4 vol% of PbS drop cast onto the RR collected at one output facet of the
WG. Ring modes correspond to the narrow peaks of the PL spectra which are superimposed to a broad background coming from the WG
(Data courtesy of Dr. R. Guider).

optical lithography and Langmuir-Blodgett deposition [44].
The results of this investigation are presented in Figures 4(c)
and 4(d). By combining experiments and simulations, they
were able to study the variation of the host dielectric constant
in function of the NC layer thickness, which is crucial for the
optimization and development of quantum dot based devices.
2.3. Nonlinear Optical Properties. Concerning photonic
applications like optical switching, holography gratings, or
spectral filtering, materials with a large nonlinear refractive
index 𝑛2 at telecom wavelengths are needed. Table 1 reports
the values of 𝑛2 , 𝛽, and their FOM for typical bulk
semiconductors, chalcogenide glass, and nonlinear polymers
at telecom wavelength (𝜆 = 1.55 𝜇m) taken from recent
literature.
It is shown that materials such as GaAs, Si, or silica have
very low FOM at telecom wavelengths, which make them
hardly suitable for photonic applications listed above, and
on the other hand, materials with high FOM like AlGaAs
or chalcogenide glass are barely applicable for extensive
production, due to their high cost of fabrication. In the same
article, the authors experimentally demonstrated that PbS
quantum dots have FOM larger than the one at 𝜆 = 1.55 𝜇m,
which is comparable to the values found for chalcogenide

glass and much higher than the one of GaAs, Si, or silica.
This fact clearly renders III/V QDs to be of interest as active
materials to fabricate nonlinear optical devices.
By modification of the surface of the quantum dots, it
is also possible to tune their optical properties. For example, in the case of PbS, Abel et al. demonstrated that the
photoluminescence quantum yield increases by a factor of
two by adding trioctylphosphine as a capping molecule [45].
Another possibility is the fabrication of a protective crystalline shell, in order to form PbS/CdS core shell nanocrystals.
These structures are really promising, as evidenced by their
fabrication by several groups worldwide [46, 47].
The main disadvantage of several of these quantum dots
is their toxicity. For example, in the case of PbS, it is well
known that, as PbS oxidizes to Pb2+ ions in presence of
water, it can be the origin of many serious diseases, including
cancer [48]. By encapsulation of the QDs by a SiO2 shell, it
is possible to reduce the cytotoxicity of the quantum dots by
more than one order of magnitude [49, 50]. Nevertheless, the
photoluminescence intensity of the NCs notably degrades by
the growth of such a shell, because of the oxidation of the QD
surface [49, 51]. The growth of a crystalline shell is therefore
essential in order to preserve the optical properties of the
quantum dots during the SiO2 shell formation.
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Table 1: The nonlinear refractive index 𝑛2 , the nonlinear absorption
coefficient 𝛽, and figure of merit (FOM) for typical materials
measured around 𝜆 = 1.55 𝜇m.
Material
Fused silica [55]
Semiconductors
Si [56]
GaAs [56]
AlGaAs [57]
Chalcogenide glass [58]
Ge25 As10 Se65
Ge33 As12 Se55
Ge35 As15 Se50
As4 S3 Se3
As40 S60
Polymers
DDMEBT [59]

𝑛2
[10−13 cm2 /W]
0.0027

𝛽
[cm/GW]
⋅⋅⋅

FOM
[𝑛2 /𝜆𝛽]
⋅⋅⋅

0.45
1.59
1.75

0.79
10.2
0.35

0.37
0.1
3.2

0.6
1.5
24.6
1.2
0.6

0.4
0.4
0.5
0.15
<0.03

1.0
2.4
3.2
5.0
>12.0

1.7

⋅⋅⋅

2.19

Transparent electrode

Undoped p-type
n-type

Photoresist
Silicon substrate

Figure 5: Schematic of the vertical single-nanowire radial pin device
connected to a doped silicon wafer by epitaxial growth. The right
part of the figure sketches the doping structure of the nanowire.
The p-type doped core is in contact with the doped silicon substrate
and the n-type doped shell is in contact with the top transparent
electrode (ITO), adapted from [60].

2.4. III/V Silicon-Based Hybrid Solar Cells. The last devices
that we will discuss in this section are the hybrid nanowire
based solar cells, which are a promising approach for third
generation photovoltaics. Recently, new concepts of solar cells
based on arrays of microwires demonstrate large improvement in the photovoltaic cell performance. In particular
higher absorption compared to that obtained in similarly
textured films was demonstrated [52, 53]. The main limit of
these proposals relies on the limited total absorption rate,
even in the case of arrays of highly absorbing nanowires [54].
Recently, Krogstrup et al. presented a concept of a
single standing GaAs nanowire solar cell grown on a silicon
substrate, where the top and the bottom contacts are made of
transparent electrode and the silicon substrate, respectively
[60]. The design of such structure is presented in Figure 5.
Under illumination, their device shows a photogenerated
current density of 180 mA/cm2 and solar conversion efficiency of 40%. Table 2 compares the current best values for
solar cell devices, like single-junction crystalline silicon (c-Si)
and GaAs, and nanowire based device. The nanowire based

Table 2: 𝐽SC , FF, 𝑉OC , area, and efficiency 𝜂 of the best photovoltaic
technologies compared with the standing nanowire configuration
presented by Krogstrup et al., adapted from [60].
Technology
c-Si
GaAs
Nanowire device

𝐽SC
[mA/cm2 ]
42.7
29.68
180

FF
[%]
82.8
86.5
52

𝑉OC
[V]
0.706
1.122
0.43

𝜂
[%]
25
28.8
40

device sustains a very large current and its performance is
mainly limited by a small 𝑉OC and filling factor (FF). But the
authors observed a light concentration effect and a significant
increase in absorption rate close to the band gap which can
definitely decrease the entropy in the energy conversion,
from radiant light into electrical work. They also noticed an
increase in the absorption cross-section, which could allow
larger separation between each nanowire on the final device.
According to these observations, this single standing GaAs
nanowire solar cell grown on a silicon substrate could have
great perspective in the field of third generation solar cells.

3. Fabrication and Integration of Hybrid
Materials into Photonic Devices
This section gives an overview of the fabrication technologies
that enable the integration of III/V and II/VI materials to
create passive and active hybrid devices.
3.1. Standard Silicon Photonics Fabrication Processes. The
study of photonic devices has shown in the last fifty years
incredible progress. Today, most optical active components
are made from IIIV-based compounds, like indium phosphide (InP) or gallium arsenide (GaAs), and are often
custom-made and assembled from discrete components. The
net result is that these optical devices are relatively expensive.
Silicon photonics is a viable way to tackle the problem by
developing a small number of integration technologies with
a high level of functionality that can address a broad range
of applications. Over the last years, the silicon photonics
community has made tremendous progress in implementing
a large variety of optical and electrooptical devices in silicon,
leading to important discovery in fields like biosensing,
optomechanics, and nonlinear optics [61]. All these technological advances have in common the fact that they are based
on the silicon on insulator technology, which allows the high
optical mode confinement of the silicon waveguides.
As mentioned above, the great advantage of the siliconbased technology relies on its compatibility with the actual
CMOS fabrication equipment and several companies (Intel,
Leti, AMO, and IMEC), which are now leaders in the field
of the fabrication of silicon-based photonic components, use
such technology to develop their products [62].
Most of these companies employ wafer-level process
technology, which allows them to manufacture high volumes
of highly precise and state-of-the-art nanophotonic and
optoelectronic systems on a single wafer. The benefits of
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this process technology include economies of scale, fast
ramp to high production volumes, high levels of integration
and miniaturization, and precise location of microstructures.
However, some companies, as well as many research centers,
use small-scale manufacturing, which in other words means
that the production processes are developed not all over the
entire wafer, but only a small portion of it, also called sample.
This technique offers many benefits, including economic,
especially during the process of development of a device.
The manufacturing process of a silicon-based product (or a
sample) is usually divided into three parts as follows.
(1) The first part involves the deposition or creation of
one or more layer of material on the silicon substrate. This can be performed using different methods depending on the desired material. Among the
different techniques available we mention the wafer
bonding techniques (e.g., for the fabrication of silicon
on insulator (SOI) substrates), the chemical vapor
deposition (e.g., for the deposition of amorphous
silicon), the molecular beam epitaxy (which is used
for growing an ultrathin layer of a semiconductor or
organic semiconductor on Si substrate in order to
create Si-based heterostructures), and the sputtering
techniques.
(2) The second step of the manufacturing process consists
in the definition of a desired pattern via a resist
deposited on top of our sample. Such a process is
usually done using a lithographic step. The minimum
feature size, required by the fabrication of the device,
determines the type of the lithographic technology:
photolithography (features size below 50 nm using
193 nm ArF line and immersion techniques) [63],
nanoimprint lithography (sub-10 nm feature size)
[64], and electron-beam lithography (features size of
2 nm [65]) are the most common ones. After this process, the sample can also be redirected versus another
deposition process, like for the lift off technique.
(3) The last step of the manufacturing process is the
transfer of the pattern from the photoresist to the
sample through an etching procedure. Reactive ion
etching (RIE), inductively coupled plasma RIE, and
chemical etching are the most common techniques
use for this purpose.
3.2. Integration of Hybrid Materials into CMOS Technology.
Using such technology, we are now able to create high quality
Si-based components like low loss waveguides, grating couplers, and photonic crystal devices [66].
Unfortunately, the Si photonic approach is challenged
by several fundamental and technical problems to create
active devices such as lasers, amplifiers, and modulators [67].
The main one is the fact that Si is an indirect band gap
semiconductor, posing major difficulties in the concepts of Sibased electrooptical modulators and light emitters. Another
important aspect is the operating wavelength range, which in
the case of Si is limited in the near- to medium-infrared range
(e.g., between 1.2 and ∼6 𝜇m).
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A solution to overcome these problems is to create hybrid
systems using materials with properties offsetting the silicon
limits. To this end III/V materials add to the Si photonic
platform fundamental properties like efficient light emission
and high speed modulation capabilities [68]. Materials like
optical polymers can also be integrated into Si chip in order
to create high-speed signal processing due to their high thirdorder nonlinearity or even low-temperature heterojunction
solar cell [66, 69].
3.3. Integration of III/V Semiconductors via Wafer-Scale Strategies. A first process to create hybrid photonic products is
to integrate directly III/V based materials onto silicon-based
wafer. This can be done using low-temperature wafer bonding
techniques, which are not subject to the lattice matching
limitations associated with epitaxial growth and the precise
alignment and sequential attachment of individual devices in
the flip-chip technique [25].
The bonding of III/V materials onto silicon on insulator
waveguides (Figure 6(a)) has given remarkable results in this
last decade, enabling the fabrication of hybrid AlGaInAs and
InP-based lasers, but has also to face the inefficient use of
the III/V layers and the wafer size mismatch [70]. The dieto-wafer bonding technique is also able to transfer III/V
epitaxial layer structure to SOI waveguide circuit by a die-towafer bonding process using either molecular bonding or an
adhesive bonding approach, like the thermosetting polymer
divinylsiloxane benzocyclobutene DVS-BCB (Figure 6(b))
[71]. However both high topographic features and the lack of
the positional tolerance and capability for parallel processing
required for high-volume production continue to be an issue
for the adoption of this technology.
Another bonding technique used to transfer preprocessed
photonic III/V devices on SOI waveguides is the metallic
bonding. Using such concept, the realization of hybrid lasers
like InGaAsP-Si laser was demonstrated with impressive
results, but their fabrication requires also precise alignment
(submicron precision bonding procedure) [72].
Recently, Justice et al. introduced a wafer-scale strategy
for the integration of high-performance GaAs lasers on nonnative substrates [73]. The process is sketched in Figure 6(c).
After patterning and etching of a dense array of defined areas
(coupons) on the epitaxial wafer, a wafer-scale microstructured elastomeric stamp is used to selectively release and
transfer the 5.7 𝜇m thick coupons of epitaxial material to a
silicon host wafer by transfer printing. This strategy results
in a wafer-scale planar process with posttransfer lithographic
alignment and a low thermal budget while making efficient
use of the IIIV epitaxial material.
3.4. Colloidal Quantum Dots Integration. Another promising
class of materials for integration into silicon photonic chips
is the class of semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) that
are synthesized by colloidal chemistry. QDs display discrete
atomic-like electronic level structure with intense optical
dipole transitions. As their absorption and emission wavelength depend on the dot size, which can easily be controlled
during synthesis, they are extremely attractive as building
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Figure 6: Process flow of the hybrid device fabrication with the (a) III/V (unprocessed) die-to-wafer technique, (b) DVS-BCB bonding
technique, and (c) transfer printing technique.

blocks for nanophotonic applications. Nowadays, they have
found a wide range of potential applications in biosensors,
chemical sensors, photovoltaic cells, light amplifiers, and light
emitting diodes [33, 34]. Recently, it was also demonstrated
that such materials have also a large nonlinear refractive
index 𝑛2 at telecom wavelengths, which raises a large interest
in their possible application as nonlinear optical materials
for photonics (e.g., like for optical switching, holography
gratings, and spectral filtering).
With regard to their integration in a photonic integrated
circuit, the fabrication of a QDs-based waveguide will provide
a flexible platform to exploit their optical properties. Nowadays, a convenient and easy way to produce stable QDs-based
waveguide is to mix them into suitable polymers like PMMA
or PFCB [36, 37]. In fact, by choosing a proper ligand, the
QDs can be simply mixed into various solvents and organic
polymers.
In this way a homogeneous dispersion of polymers and
QDs can be formed and spin coated in thin films on substrate
surfaces. After solvent evaporation, the polymer acts as a
matrix into which the QDs are homogeneously distributed
[38, 39]. For optoelectronic applications in the telecommunication region, we are particularly interested in polymers that
are transparent at these wavelengths, that are easily structured

with and compatible with Si-based technology, and that can
be cured at low temperature, so that they do not affect the
optical properties of the QDs.
However, the dispersion of the nanocrystals in solid polymer matrix is frequently hampered by phase separation and
nanocrystals aggregation, which results in heavy degradation
of the luminescence properties or even of the total quenching
of the emission and thus in a serious degradation of their
active properties.
In the last years, Humer et al. investigated these effects
by introducing PbS QDs into different polymer matrices and
demonstrated recently the spectral and intensity stability over
weeks for PbS QDs mixed into Novolak polymer [40], which
evidences the feasibility of such a method in the fabrication
of a stable hybrid photonic integrated circuit.
A hybrid strategy similar to the one discussed above but
based on PFCB and PMMA polymers was used to create low
loss multimode waveguides at 1.5 𝜇m [36]. Another application of this procedure at telecom wavelengths was to create
a polymer strip-loaded plasmonic waveguide doped with
nanocrystals, to investigate the gain-assisted propagation by
stimulated emission [37].
In order to create the finale device, the QDs mixed in
polymer need to be deposited on the silicon chip, which
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can be achieved by several methods, like evaporationinduced self-assembly, drop casting, template patterning, and
Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) or Langmuir-Schaeffer deposition
[74]. These last two techniques can be used to selectively
deposit quantum dot monolayers on patterned surfaces and
to achieve micrometer resolution after the lift-off of the
lithographic mask.
Using lithographic methods, some polymers also allow
the integration of QDs on Silicon Wafer by acting as a host
material where the QDs are mixed. A compound material
suitable for device applications should consequently ensure
high stability over a long period of time while still preserving
the sensitivity to lithographic patterning. Recently, novel
epoxy-based photoresists like SU8 or mrL 6005 XP have
been shown to also keep their lithographic processability
after the incorporation of the nanocrystals (NCs) emitting
in the visible wavelength regime [75, 76]. Humer et al.
recently demonstrated that the spatial definition of spincast
PbS quantum dots embedded in polymer film by EBL is
possible without degrading the emission properties of the
NCs [43]. The compound additionally showed unaltered
optical properties weeks after sample preparation, pointing
out the high stability of this material and its suitability for
device applications at telecom wavelength.

4. Integration of Graphene in
Silicon Photonics
Since a decade ago and its isolation by mechanical exfoliation
[77], graphene has been the subject of numerous studies
from the scientific community, leading to the discovery of its
extraordinary properties. We will now describe here some of
them and show how they can be implemented in the field of
hybrid integrated photonics.
Concerning its optical properties, Nair et al. stated that
the graphene opacity was of 2.3% for a single atom thick
layer and in a very large range of wavelengths including
visible and near-infrared region [78]. Such property lies in the
two-dimensional nature and gapless electronic spectrum of
graphene. Another interesting property of this material is its
extremely high charge-carrier mobility which allows ultrafast
extraction of light-generated carriers [77, 79] and also perfect
charge-carrier confinement [80, 81]. Taking into account all
these characteristics, graphene is an ideal candidate for the
realization of ultrawide-bandwidth optical modulators and
photodetectors.
Regarding its nonlinear properties, Hendry et al. demonstrated that, due to the interband electron transitions,
graphene exhibits very strong 𝜒(3) nonlinearities in the nearinfrared spectral region, which are 8 orders of magnitude
larger than the one observed in insulating materials [82].
Combined with silicon optical microcavity, this property
suggests the creation of new high-performance devices for
chip-scale optical physics and ultrafast optics in optical
information processing.
By exploiting graphene both as a semitransparent electrode and as an antireflection coating, it is possible to create a
hybrid graphene/silicon solar cell and thus create a new class
of photovoltaic devices [83]. Finally, in case of porous silicon,
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it is also possible to use and employ graphene as coating for
the fabrication of electrochemical supercapacitor with high
electrochemical stability [84].
4.1. Graphene/Silicon Photodetectors. Recently, several articles were published on the realization of hybrid graphene/
silicon on chip photodetectors, with high performance and
working on a spectral range that covers from the near to
the medium infrared [85]. Using the advantages of silicon
waveguides, which have low loss and large bandwidth, it is
possible to guide the optical mode into these waveguides and
at the same time create electron-hole pairs in the graphene
sheet, which is located in close proximity. Using such concept
different implementation processes were recently proposed
and each of them achieved very promising results.
In the first one, by Gan et al. [86], the Si WG optical mode
couples to the graphene layer, deposited on top of it, and thus
generates photocarriers. To collect the photocurrent created,
two metal electrodes were positioned in opposite sides. A
scheme of such design is presented in Figure 7(a). One of the
electrodes was positioned closer to the waveguide in order
to create a potential difference in the graphene to couple
with the evanescent field of the waveguide. Such asymmetry
helps obtain high internal quantum efficiency for collecting
the photocarriers. In terms of performance, they measured
responsivity of 0.11 AW−1 from 1,450 nm to 1,590 nm and
internal quantum efficiency at zero bias voltage of 3.8%.
In the case of the second article, by Pospischil et al.
[87], the source electrode was placed directly on top of
the waveguide and the two ground electrodes are placed
several microns far from it, as shown in Figure 7(b). In
this case, a ground-source-ground configuration is used in
order to double the value of the total photocurrent measured
in comparison to a ground-source scheme. In terms of
performance, the measured responsivity is of 0.05 AW−1 from
1,310 nm to 1,630 nm and the estimated internal quantum
efficiency is of the order of 10%.
Finally, in the last article by Wang et al. [88], the authors
used a suspended membrane waveguide to avoid absorption
of midinfrared light by the buried oxide (BOX) and to
take full advantage of the transparent wavelength region of
silicon. A sketch of such design is presented in Figure 7(c).
To collect the photocurrent created, two gold electrodes were
positioned above the graphene and silicon waveguide with a
gap of 1.5 𝜇m. Concerning the performance of such design,
the authors found responsivity of 10−4 AW−1 in the nearinfrared region and 0.13 AW−1 for the midinfrared region.
Concerning the response of the device, Wang and
Posposchil experimentally demonstrated the working principle of their device at 20 GHz but estimated the possibility
of working at much higher frequency, as the extremely high
carrier mobility of graphene is estimated to result in an
intrinsic photoresponse faster than 640 GHz [89].
It is important to note that all these three articles represent
promising results in the field of integrated photonic devices,
by combining the extraordinary properties of graphene material with the CMOS technology. They associate high-speed
operations with large band detection range and ultrasmall
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Figure 7: (a) Schematic of a waveguide-integrated graphene photodetector. (b) Cross-section sketch of a waveguide-integrated graphene
photodetector device. The active region of the graphene sheet is shown in violet. (c) Schematic of graphene/silicon-heterostructure waveguide
photodetector.

device, which can suggest the birth of a complete new
category of high-performance photodetectors.
4.2. Hybrid Graphene/Silicon Optical Cavity. As we have just
described the integration of graphene in CMOS photonic
devices for the realization of promising photodetectors,
another intrinsic property of this material, for example, its
nonlinearity, could allow for the fabrication of really high
quality optoelectronic devices.
In order to achieve all-optical signal processing like
spectral filtering or optical switching, materials with large
nonlinear susceptibility or, equivalently, a large nonlinear
refractive index 𝑛2 are required. In this case, the index of
refraction 𝑛 of the material is related to the intensity 𝐼 of
the radiation field by 𝑛(𝐼) = 𝑛0 + 𝑛2 𝐼, where 𝑛0 is the linear
refractive index. The nonlinear refractive index alone is not a
suitable parameter to determine the usefulness of a nonlinear
optical material. In fact both the real and the imaginary
parts of the index depends on the incident field; thus the
comparison has to be done considering both these elements.
A typical figure of merit (FOM) is defined as the ratio
between the nonlinear refractive index and the nonlinear
optical absorption coefficient: 𝑛2 /𝛽. At telecom wavelengths,
typical bulk semiconductors have only a small FOM [56]
(Silicon: FOM = 0.37; GaAs: FOM = 0.1). These small values
are not sufficient to induce a strong optical Kerr effect.
On the other side, materials with high FOM like AlGaAs
or chalcogenide glass (AlGaAs: FOM = 3.2; Ge33 As12 Se55 :
FOM = 2.4) are really inconvenient due to their high cost of
processing and fabrication.
Because its symmetry graphene has vanishing 2nd order
susceptibility [90], Hendry et al. demonstrated that it exhibits
very strong 𝜒(3) nonlinearities in the near-infrared spectral region [82] due to the interband electron transitions.
Using such properties, Gu et al. recently fabricate a hybrid
graphene/silicon cavity by transfer of a graphene monolayer
sheet to air-bridged silicon photonic crystal nanomembranes
[91]. A sketch of such structure is represented in Figure 8.
With this device, they demonstrated the really high
3rd order nonlinear response of graphene and exploited it
to achieve ultralow-power optical bistable switching, selfinduced regenerative oscillations, and coherent four-wave
mixing at femtojoule cavity energy on a semiconductor chip

platform. From their experiments, they estimated the Kerr
coefficient of their hybrid graphene/silicon cavity to be of
about 4.8 ⋅ 10−17 m2 W−1 , which is one order of magnitude
larger than that in monolithic silicon and GaInP-related
materials and two orders of magnitude larger than that in
silicon nitride [92, 93]. Using also a hybrid graphene/silicon
cavity, Majumdar et al. demonstrated changes in the photonic
crystal cavity by electrostatic gating of a single layer of
graphene on top of it as they observed a shift and a linewidth
increase of the cavity resonance [94]. They also measured the
speed of their device to be of 20 GHz but estimated to work
also at over 100 GHz. With these results, the authors claimed
that such hybrid graphene/silicon cavity design could be used
as a modulator at very low power (in the order of fJ) and so
open new possibilities in the field of high-speed silicon-based
modulators.
4.3. Graphene/Silicon Solar Cells. In the field of photovoltaics,
promising devices were recently proposed using the properties of innovating materials like carbon nanotubes, with
really encouraging results [95–97]. These devices benefit from
the superior optoelectronic properties of carbon nanotubes
coupled with the well-developed technologies in the field
of silicon photovoltaics. Using such approach, devices with
power-conversion efficiency up to 11% were recently demonstrated [97].
Concerning graphene material, Li et al. demonstrated in
[98] the realization of a hybrid graphene on silicon Schottky
junction solar cell, where the authors deposited graphene
sheets on top of a Si/SiO2 wafer (Figure 9). A scheme of
such device is presented in Figure 3. The characterization
of the solar cell was done under air mass 1.5 illumination,
and overall solar energy conversion efficiency of 1.7% was
found. This value is still far from the one of silicon or
even carbon devices reported in [99] mainly because the
graphene sheet acts as an antireflection coating, but the
authors claimed that there is still place for large improvement
of their device performance. The open-circuit voltage 𝑉OC can
be increased by surface passivation of the silicon and by a
proper optimization of the tradeoff between conductivity and
transparency of the graphene layer. Such results, even if still
below the standard ones of photovoltaic materials are really
encouraging for the conception of a new type of hybrid device
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Figure 8: (a) Sketch of the tuned photonic crystal cavity, with lattice constant 𝑎 = 420 nm. (b) Sketch of the suspended graphene/ silicon
membrane. Top right inset: Dirac cone illustrating the highly doped Fermi level (dashed blue circle), allowing the two-photon transition
(blue arrows) but forbidding the one-photon transition (red dashed arrow). Bottom right inset: computed Ey-field along the 𝑧-direction, with
graphene at the evanescent top interface.

that exploits the advantages of graphene intrinsic electric field
properties to fabricate simple and cheap photovoltaics [83].
4.4. Graphene Porous Silicon Electrocapacitor. Finally we
describe a new type of graphene/silicon-based hybrid material fabricated using porous silicon (pSi) substrate. In fact,
pSi is a material with really interesting properties like a large
surface area (up to 800 m2 /g) and tunable optical properties,
which have found application in the fields of sensing and
detection of biomolecules [100]. Concerning the fabrication of such material, controlled electrochemical techniques
allow nowadays a fine supervision of the surface area, the
porosity, and the pore morphology of the semiconductor
[101]. In an article published recently, Oakes et al. report the
fabrication of stable electrodes for electrochemical devices
using porous silicon coated with an ultrathin graphene
layer [84]. They characterized their capacitors by performing
charge-discharge measurements and electrochemical testing
and observed energy densities of 2.5–3.5 Wh/Kg, which are
similar to the ones of carbon-based supercapacitor currently
available in the market. Such a device looks quite promising
for the fabrication of high quality energy storage device and
thus opens up new opportunities in the field of porous based
materials and integrated device for applications like sensing
and photovoltaics, where the integration of efficient energy
storage material into existent silicon-based technology platforms is needed.

5. Organics
This section describes the recent achievements obtained
in optoelectronics and photonic exploiting organic based
materials. Organics have a huge potential in the development
of next generation of both photonic and optoelectronic
devices. Their molecular structure and the possibilities given
by the chemical synthesis to modify their composition at
molecular level allow for a fine tuning of their optoelectronic
properties over a broad range. Two classes of materials are
discussed in this review: polymers and molecular organic
semiconductors.

Polymeric materials are often exploited to add complex
functionalities to silicon photonic devices. Their large thermooptic coefficient is exploited to realize athermal ring resonators that do not require an active trimming to compensate
for the drift in wavelength resonance due to temperature
variations. This is an important step towards the realization
of optical networks working at Tb/s because it greatly reduces
the amount of power consumed.
On the other hand optically active organic semiconductor
is an extremely active research field and the improvements
in its optoelectronic properties (and lifetime) have finally
brought the commercialization of products based on them
(like OLED and active matrix OLED display for mobile
electronics). Thus active optoelectronics is already a wellestablished technology and its integration with silicon (and
more generally) inorganics based technologies will further
increase its possibilities.
5.1. Polymers in Silicon Photonics. Polymeric materials are
seldom considered as candidate material for integrated photonics. This is mainly due to the fact that their small refractive
index limits the confinement of the optical modes and
thus the level of integration of polymer based photonics is
somewhat limited. Moreover optical losses in the telecommunication spectral windows are much larger than those of silica
fibers (they are in the order of 0.02 to 0.1 dB/cm at 840 and
1550 nm, resp.) [102, 103].
Despite these fundamental limits polymers have good
potentiality in all the cases where tight confinement of the
guided mode and long distance transmission are not key
issues [104, 105]. In fact polymers can be synthesized with well
controlled and broadly tunable chemophysical properties
[106]. They are often easy to mold and polymeric photonic
circuits can be fabricated with a number of different technologies (optical lithography [107, 108], imprinting/embossing
[109, 110], and photoreaction and nonlinear optical induced
polymerization [111] to cite the most investigated ones).
In the last years polymeric materials were integrated into
nanophotonic devices to exploit their peculiar properties, in
particular their highly nonlinear optical coefficient.
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Figure 9: (a) Schematic illustration of the device configuration. The graphene layer is deposited on top of the silicon substrate. Gold electrodes
were deposited previously. (b) Cross-sectional view, from [98].

One of the most studied cases considers their use to
develop high-speed electrooptic modulator [112]. It is well
known that the cubic symmetry of the silicon lattice forbids
the appearance of 2nd order nonlinear properties, and even
if the 3rd order coefficient is quite large, its usefulness is
still limited by two-photon absorption mechanism [113, 114].
Thus despite being the ubiquitous material for the integrated
photonics of the coming years, it certainly needs to be coupled
with other materials to include nonlinear functionalities and
exploit the full potential of integrated photonics.
The small refractive index dispersion of polymers permits
to achieve large modulation bandwidth. Modulation frequencies up to 100 Gbs were demonstrated in [115–119].
Several different polymers were so far investigated [120],
and the most recent implementation of electrooptic modulators shares a common geometry based on slot WG filled
with a nonlinear polymeric material [121–124]. Slot WG is
a particular type of WG able to confine a large part of
the guided mode field within the low index region [125].
Initially they raised a large interest mainly for high refractive
index materials. In fact the field enhancement within the slot
region originates from the discontinuity of the component
perpendicular to the slot internal surface (the horizontal
component). And its intensity scales up as the square of
the refractive index contrast between the two materials that
compose the slot WG. Later on it was demonstrated that the
simple ratio among the refractive index of the materials that
compose the WG does not describe completely the behavior
of the slot and that several applications (like optical gain
[126] and sensors [127]) require a more careful design of the
WG geometry to maximize their performance. In particular
when medium to low index materials are considered as
slot WG material, the slot can be wider because the decay
length of the evanescent field is longer (albeit its absolute
intensity is lower) and thus the integral of the field within
the slot may be greater than the one obtained in high index
materials. Figure 10 reports the calculated confinement factor
(defined as the fraction of the field confined within the slot
region) for slot WGs made of high and low index materials.

The data clearly show that for extremely narrow slots high
index materials achieve higher field confinement within the
slot volume. This is due to the higher discontinuity of the
field component at the interface. On the other hand low index
materials (like polymers and glass) perform better at larger
slots width because the longer evanescent tail can be used to
enhance the value of the integral. These two regimes may be
differently exploited depending on if either the field intensity
or the power density is the key parameter for the desired
application.
Figure 11 reports 3D rendering of a typical slot WG; it is
made of two dielectric walls (in green) that surround a low
index trench. A snapshot of the horizontal field component
of a monochromatic continuous source of light sent along
the slot WG is depicted in red and is clearly confined within
the dielectric walls. The field is concentrated and piled up
within the central trench due to the joint effect of the
subwavelength size of the two lateral WG walls and the
overlap of the exponential decaying field tails within the slot.
Thus the slot WG maximizes the interaction between the
guided mode and the optical nonlinearity of the material that
fills the slot volume. Modulators fabricated with this hybrid
system can sustain several tens of Gb/s operations and are
a potential candidate to develop the next generation of Tb/s
architecture [128, 129] which will have stringent requirements
in terms of energy consumption per bit’s switching [130,
131]. Due to their large thermooptic coefficient (with the
order of 3 × 10−4 /∘ C) polymers are investigated also to
realize variable optical attenuator (VOA). Despite the thermal
degradation shown by the first prototypes proposed, the most
recent implementation demonstrates good device reliability
and permits the use of low cost polymeric VOA for real
applications [132]. Recently an integrated modulator based
on the variation of the birefringence of polymer based MachZehnder interferometer was demonstrated [133]. Despite the
slow switching speed (ms), limited by the speed of the
thermooptic effect, the device shows an extinction ratio of
more than 20 dB and a rather good efficiency, being able to
induce 2𝜋 of phase shift with 70 mW of electrical power.
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Figure 10: Comparison between the confinement factor of high and
low index slot WGs. High index material considers silicon (𝑛 = 3.5)
as the slot walls dielectric, while low index material considers a SU8
polymer (𝑛 = 1.6). The polymeric slot WGs have a bottom cladding
made of a very low index material (𝑛 = 1.2, a value compatible with
xerogels’ materials).

Figure 11: 3D rendering of a slot waveguide and of a monochromatic
wave propagating along it. The two green regions indicate the high
index volumes that embed the slot. The two evanescent tails of the
electromagnetic field pile up within the slot volume and give rise
to an enhanced field intensity. For clarity only the electric field
component parallel to the horizontal plane is shown and projected
below the waveguide structure. The field maxima (sketched in blue
and red) are clearly confined within the low index region of the slot.

Polymers were recently investigated also as a cladding
material to fabricate passive athermal optical filters [134]. This
idea was demonstrated for the first time nearly twenty years
ago [135]. In this case the polymer is used as top cladding
and its thermooptic coefficient has to counterbalance the one
of the underlying (silicon) waveguide. The matching implies
that the two TO coefficients must have opposite sign, so that
they compensate each other during the device operations.
Due to the rather large TO coefficient of the silicon (1.8 ×
10−4 /∘ C) it is necessary to expand the guided mode so that
a relevant percentage of the guided power interacts with the
polymer cladding [136, 137]. Recently optimized designs were
proposed that avoid the tight fabrication constraints imposed

by the use of heavily tapered WG and slot geometries and
result in smaller device losses [138–140]. Athermal passive
trimming of photonic switches and add-drop filters is of
primary importance: the level of integration that will be
achieved by IP in the coming years will require an increasing
amount of power used to tune each add-drop element
resonant with the wavelength it has to route. Both thermal
trimming and optical active trimming of these elements need
a large amount of power and this fact diminishes the overall
power efficiency of the photonic circuit [141]. Thus, in order
to minimize power consumption in optical circuits, there is a
need for passive and effective trimming technologies.
Compared to the inorganic materials, polymers have
small elastic modules. This property is exploited to fabricate
mechanically tunable devices [142]. Interesting results in this
filed were obtained in [143, 144]. The authors coupled a
superluminescent light emitting diode with a tunable Bragg
filter fabricated into a polymeric matrix and they showed
an extended operational bandwidth of the superluminescent
LED under application of either a tensile or a compressive
stress to the Bragg structure. The device achieved subnanometer tuning step and shows a continuous behavior with
negligible fluctuations in the intensity of the lasing mode
across the entire spectral bandwidth (of about 100 nm).
5.2. Organic Based Optoelectronics. Since its proposal in early
1980s [145–147] organics optoelectronics is evolving at an
extremely rapid pace, driven by the huge possibilities it
promises.
This section describes the recent advancements in the
field considering the basic building blocks that may be useful
in developing hybrid devices in which the active photonics
part is performed by organic molecules. Figure 12 shows how
the mobility of organic compounds has been improved during the last three decades. The data reported refer to only few
commonly investigated materials. It is clear that nowadays the
mobility of small conjugated molecules outperforms that of
amorphous silicon and these materials are now compatible
with a large number of optoelectronic applications that do
not require the high mobility typical of integrated circuits and
processors. Organic optoelectronics devices can be fabricated
using unconventional deposition methods such as inkjet
[148], screen [149], and microcontact [150] printing. The low
temperature required by these methods makes them fully
compatible with plastic substrates and roll-to-roll processes
[151]. These are great advantages in terms of both cheapness
and energy required by the fabrication method, compared to
inorganic based devices. Furthermore the properties of the
organic based materials can be defined at molecular level by
proper design and addition of functional groups. Thus large
tunability in optoelectronic properties is expected.
Organic semiconducting materials can be used to fabricate active optoelectronic devices that aim at substituting
their inorganic counterpart (such as in the case of OLED
and OLET). Alternatively they can be integrated within
an inorganic device to exploit the large flexibility of their
optoelectronic properties, to add specific functionalities that
are otherwise not attainable in the inorganic host. Below
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Figure 12: Improvement in electron mobility achieved during the
last three decades. The mobility was increased by five orders of
magnitude and, for selected compounds, is higher than that of
amorphous silicon, adapted from [152, 153].

we review some recent achievements in OLED and OLET
technologies.
Organic based technologies that are currently the most
promising in terms of market exploitation are generally
grouped in three categories: organic light emitting diodes
(OLEDs) (the first demonstration was published in [154]),
organic field effect transistor (OFET), and organic photovoltaics (OPVs). OLEDs bring the development of flat panel
display for both mobile and large area screens [155]; OFETs
permit fabricating cheap integrated circuits on plastic substrates, in some cases able to rival the inorganic counterpart
in term of speed [156]. OPVs have reached efficiencies with
the order of 10% that make them attractive for all those
applications that do not rely on high efficiency [157, 158].
Besides the fact that their performance is often comparable to
that of the inorganic counterpart, organic based devices can
be fabricated on flexible substrates and conformal to complex
surfaces. This fact, coupled with the high chemical flexibility
given by the platform, allows for the fabrication of innovative,
biomimetic systems that are easily interfaced with biological
organisms, for example, artificial eyes [159].
Active devices based on organics may be classified
depending on the size of the molecules that compose them:
small molecules, polymers, and hybrids organic/inorganic.
The most promising compounds to develop organic based
optoelectronic devices are fabricated using 𝜋-conjugated
molecular systems. In these molecules the delocalized 𝜋 electrons, coupled to the packing of the molecules that often pair
these orbitals, permit achieving rather large electron mobility.
Typically it depends also on the crystalline orientation and
may vary by order of magnitude [160–162]. Among the most
studied small molecular systems we cite oligothiophenes,

rubrene, tris(quinolinolate) Al (Alq3), and poly(p-phenylene
vinylene) (PPV).
The deposition of 𝜋-conjugated systems is a delicate process. On one hand the weak interactions responsible for their
arrangement allow for a number of different techniques to
be developed (compared to those required by the deposition
of the inorganic materials considered in this review), but on
the other hand, organics have poor mechanical properties
and are easily damaged by thermal stress. Several deposition
methods are available to form thin film of organic semiconducting material and they can be classified into two main
categories: deposition from liquid phase and physical vapor
deposition. Both methods can be subdivided into several
other classes that differ for the instrumental details of the
deposition equipment. The liquid phase deposition generally
requires simpler fabrication systems which are compatible
with large area substrates. On the other hand the high vacuum
environment used in many physical based processes permits
achieving a better control over the final material properties.
Some deposition techniques (like the supersonic molecular
beam deposition method) allow also modifying the interaction between the diffusing molecule and the underlying
substrate. In fact the molecules may impinge on the substrate
with an excess of kinetic energy that they use to diffuse and
rearrange into their most favorable configuration. In this way
both the crystallinity of the material and the carrier mobility
can be engineered [163–165]. Figure 13 reports atomic force
microscopy of pentacene thin films deposited with different
growing conditions. Both the size and the shape of the
crystallites can be modified depending on the deposition
conditions and consequently the morphology influences the
final performance of the device.
OLEDs are generally fabricated using a multilayered thin
film structure: carriers are injected from metallic contacts
into the active material where charges recombine and emit
photons. From such a simple description several problems
can be inferred. High efficiency can be achieved only if
carriers possess specific properties once they are injected
within the organic material: they must have large mobility;
they have to show large recombination rates. Furthermore
efficient injection is achieved only upon a proper alignment
of the energy levels among the contacts and the organic
layers. Given the extremely wide properties shown by organic
molecules, each of these key factors needs to be optimized
looking at the specific system considered and there are
only few, general, rules of thumb to predict/design systems
with predefined characteristics. In organics devices, holes
mobility is often several orders of magnitude greater than the
electronics one [166]; thus a balanced injection of carriers,
which is important to achieve high external efficiencies,
requires a proper design of the device and in this context the
multilayered structure allows for a certain degree of flexibility
[167, 168].
Figure 14(a) reports a pictorial view of an OLED crosssection with the main layers (sometimes hole and electron
blocking layer are also added to improve the efficiency of
the recombination within the emitting layer). Figure 14(b)
depicts the typical arrangement of the electron energy levels
in each layer. It is clear that proper matching of the energy
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Figure 13: AFM of two pentacene layers deposited by supersonic molecular beam at different growing conditions. In both cases the thin film
growth creates islands but both their shape and size can be modified by properly tuning the deposition conditions. Both images are 5 × 5 𝜇m2 .
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Figure 14: (a) Cross-section of a typical OLED structure. Hole and electrons are injected from the electrodes into the active layer, where they
recombine. The light (here shown as a yellow to orange band) is emitted from the transparent substrate. (b) Scheme of the electrons levels
(versus the vacuum level). An ambipolar injection mechanism is required to maximize the device efficiency.

levels is fundamental to avoid the formation of large energetic
barriers and prevent the recombination within the active area.
Currently OLEDs with external quantum efficiency higher
than 50% were reported [169, 170] and external quantum
efficiencies of the order of 20% were recently demonstrated
in both green [171, 172] and blue [173, 174] OLEDs. The
efficiency of the OLED is strongly bound to the dynamics
of the recombination of the exciton formed upon excitation.
In particular the high probability of having intersystem
crossing and the subsequent formation of triplet states may
pose a serious limit to the maximum efficiency attainable
[175–177]. Reduced lifetime was one of the weakest points
of these materials in the early days of their development.
Nowadays lifetime in the order of hundreds of thousands of
hours is achieved [178]. This value is compatible with market
requirements as it is demonstrated by the commercialization

of OLED-based display by several companies worldwide. The
main advantages of organics compared to LCD technology
are the larger viewing angles, higher contrast, and lower
power consumption.
Another widely investigated structure is the organic
field effect transistor (OFET) and the organic light emitting
transistor (OLET). FETs are a fundamental building block of
the modern electronic era and the basic properties of organic
based FET are discussed in detail in several monographs
[152, 179]. Compared to OLEDs, OLETs allow for higher
current density to be injected and permit the placement of
the recombination area far from the electrodes; thus they
reduce the losses due to reabsorption of photons by opaque
metallic electrodes. Furthermore OFET may find use in fielddriven display technology and flexible displays based on these
devices were already demonstrated [180, 181]. OFETs were
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used to fabricate an artificial skin that exploited the different
resistance of the pixels when subjected to mechanical load
[182]. Finally OFETs may be used in RFID technology. Their
low thermal budget and the possibility to fabricate RFID
using printing technology may greatly reduce the cost of this
technology and widen its use [183, 184].
Despite the fascinating possibilities offered by organic
compounds only few works published so far demonstrated
the possibility to couple OLEDs with WGs to fabricate an
integrated optical circuit. The first demonstration of an OLED
coupled to a waveguide was presented by Ohmori et al.
[185, 186]. The coupling was achieved by cutting a WG
facet at 45∘ C to bend the light output from the OLED and
couple it to the WG. Coupling efficiency was limited because
of a poorly optimized out-of-plane light coupling, but the
authors were able to demonstrate video transmission using
this system. After this proof-of-principle demonstration only
few other works focused on this integration [187, 188] and
although a number of active and passive elements were
already fabricated using organic materials, the realization of
the first optical circuit based on organic materials has not yet
been demonstrated.

6. Sol-Gel
The sol-gel process was developed several decades ago as
chemical synthesis to produce ceramics and glass using a
low-temperature method. Due to its flexibility the method
became soon popular and there is extensive bibliography
that describes it in detail [189, 190]. The sol-gel process
can be roughly described as a polymerization reaction that
starts from (organometallic) molecular precursors to obtain
bulk—but also thin film—glass. The molecular precursor
undergoes (catalyzed) hydrolysis and condensation reactions
to form a three-dimensional network. Due to its very general
mechanism of reaction sol-gel is used to synthesize single and
multicomponent glass and it permits a fine tuning of the final
composition and of the properties of the glass.
Sol-gel has great potentiality to synthesize functional
nanomaterials dispersed into glass matrices with well-know
and controlled properties. For example, the sol-gel process
was successfully used to nucleate silicon nanocrystals within
silica matrix. Different reactions were proposed and they all
considered the use of silane precursor that after polymerization gave rise to the formation of a nonstoichiometric silica
glass containing an excess of silicon atoms. An annealing
treatment at temperature above 1100∘ C allows the silicon
atoms to diffuse and to nucleate QDs. Synthetic methods
considering TEOS and TREOS precursor permit obtaining
both bulk and thin film silica-based materials with rather
high concentration of silicon QDs that maintain bright
luminescence under optical excitation [191, 192].
Figure 15(a) shows bulk samples produced from TREOSbased synthesis. The pink color of the left sample is due to
the Erbium ions that were introduced into the glass, while
the dark color of the samples on the right is related to the
formation of carbon residues after the pyrolysis, because of a
noncomplete hydrolysis during the gelification process.
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Recently similar materials were synthesized starting from
tetrachlorosilane [193]. Compared to the previously mentioned method, its main advantage relies on the absence of
carbon in the precursor. The glass shows higher transparency
because no carbonaceous residuals are present after the
thermal treatment.
The emission peak of glass obtained from this receipt is
shown in Figure 15(b). Emission wavelength can be tuned
by changing the synthesis conditions (such as reaction
time, atmosphere composition, and annealing temperature).
Despite the presence of carbon impurities that increase
the absorption in the visible part of the spectrum, sol-gel
synthesis of silicon-oxycarbide glass (which uses precursors
that contain carbon atoms) is of interest because of their
broad photoluminescence peak that can be exploited to
fabricate white emitting light source [194].
Compared to the fabrication of silicon QDs starting from
porous silicon samples, the sol-gel synthesis is a simpler,
cleaner, and more effective way to synthesize large quantity
of nanoparticles with controlled structure and surface state.
The QDs size dispersion can be controlled to a higher extent
and because the nanoparticles are neither exposed to air nor
to solvents, their surface state has better reproducibility that
is reflected on more homogeneous optoelectronic properties.
Sol-gel thin film can be patterned with standard lithographic techniques. The film may contain photoreactive dye
that increases the film solubility upon being exposed to
the desired lithographic source (UV-vis, electron, or X-ray
beam). Otherwise the desired pattern can be transferred to
the thin film by patterning a commercial photoresist and then
etching the underlying sol-gel layer (as shown Figure 16).
Below the most recent results obtained using sol-gel glass
to fabricate integrated photonics devices are resumed.
Despite its great potentialities sol-gel has found limited
uses in the development of integrated photonics. This is
because, as for all the liquid based synthesis of ceramic
materials, it is extremely difficult to control the shrinkage
during the densification step that reduces the dimension of
the material and prevent a precise control over the final
size. Moreover it is hard to synthesize functional glass of
optical quality with perfectly homogeneous refractive index
and being cracks free. Thus, up to now, the sol-gel method
has been used to fabricate thin films that are subsequently
processed using different types of lithographic processes such
as standard photolithography [195–198], two-photon laser
processing [199], and soft imprinting [200]. A recent review
of the results achieved so far is in [201].
Despite the aforementioned fundamental limits, solgel based materials have intriguing possibilities due to the
large tunability of their properties and the possibility to
be functionalized with a large number of optically active
molecular compounds. The advancements in the fabrication
technologies have recently permit demonstrating that sol-gel
based materials can be integrated in a planar optical circuit
to fabricate high-performance electrooptic modulators [202,
203]. These results open the way for future implementation
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Figure 15: (a) Sol-gel glass synthesized from TREOS precursors. On the left: a bulk sample before the annealing process. The pink color is due
to the doping of the glass with Erbium ions. On the right: two slices of glass after the pyrolysis. The dark color is due to carbon residuals (scale
is in mm). (b) Photoluminescence of sol-gel silica containing silicon QDs obtained from tetrachlorosilane. The peak emission wavelength
can be tuned over most of the visible spectrum by proper tuning of the synthesis conditions.
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Figure 16: Example of nanostructures transferred into a sol-gel thin layer. The pattern was created using electron-beam lithography into a
commercial resist. After the development of the resist, the pattern was transferred into the sol-gel glass. (a) AFM map of a patterned area. (b)
Height profile. The lattice pitch of the one-dimensional grating inscribed is of 200 nm.

of functional devices prepared using the sol-gel technology
in photonic integrated circuits.

7. Conclusions and Future Perspectives
Integrated photonics is a key enabling technology that will
pave the way for the conception and development of radically
innovative devices. It will surely drive the evolution of
information and communication technologies for the next
decades and here the major role will be played by inorganic
materials (both silicon and III/V or II/VI based). Their
optical, electrical, and mechanical properties render them the
ideal dielectrics in which optoelectronic circuits are realized
with a high level of device integration. Still the integration
of organic materials enables the addiction of novel and more
complex functionalities that are difficult (if not impossible) to
achieve using a purely inorganic framework. Organics have
important advantages in terms of flexibility and tunability of

their properties. Their molecular structure and the bottomup synthetic approaches that are often used to prepare them
permit a fine tailoring of their properties to exactly fulfill
the requirements needed by the application they have to be
used in. Their weaknesses (such as thermal and mechanical stability) are constantly improved and several products
have already reached the market (like organic displays and
screens exploiting III/V QDs). Some examples of both active
and passive devices recently fabricated using such hybrid
approach were presented in this review but several other
approaches were so far proposed and may result in clever
technological solutions (e.g., optofluidics is gaining interest
for the possibility of realizing highly reconfigurable systems
[204, 205]).
But the realm of the hybrid photonics goes well beyond
the applications in communication systems. The advancement in nanotechnologies is opening the fascinating possibility to couple monitoring and sensing elements directly
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with living organisms. This fact will be a breakthrough
for health care systems because biophotonics allows the
fabrication of real time, point of care, and minimally invasive
screening methods. These technologies will provide a risk
assessment of life style and age related diseases and thus offer
a personalized and constantly updated diagnosis. Among the
examples recently proposed in literature the biodegradable
(sometime also called transient) electronics [206, 207] and
the silk [208, 209] based photonics are the most promising
ones. The former topic suggests the possibility to use organics
to fabricate optoelectronics circuits that can be implanted (or
edible) and that perform their action of monitoring or drug
releasing for a controlled period of time within the host body.
The latter proposes the fabrication of photonic devices made
of silk. Silk is a very robust and transparent fiber that is easily
(nano)structured to give it photonic functionalities.
These two unconventional approaches to hybrid photonics are probably the tip of a still unknown iceberg that
will emerge in the coming years. A truly multidisciplinary
research approach, where all the aspects of such complex
interacting systems have to be considered and fully understood, is required to fully exploit the potential of this new
branch of applied science.
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